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President, JIRCAS 

Ladies and gentlemen, good morning. On behalf of the organizers, it is my great honor and privilege to open 
the JIRCAS International Symposium 2016, themed “Legumes Improve Our Livelihood!” This symposium 
is organized by Japan International Research Center for Agricultural Sciences (JIRCAS) and co-organized by 
the United Nations University Institute for the Advanced Study of Sustainability (UNU-IAS), together with 
the generous support of the Research Council Secretariat of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and 
Fisheries (MAFF, Japan), the National Agriculture and Food Research Organization (NARO), Japan Pulse 
Foundation, Japan Liaison Office of the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations, 
and the Japan Forum on International Agricultural Research for Sustainable Development (J-FARD). 

First of all, I would like to extend my cordial welcome to all guests and participants, particularly those who 
came from overseas. I would also like to express my sincere gratitude to our prominent keynote speakers – 
Dr. David Bergvinson, the Director General of International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid 
Tropics (ICRISAT), which has its headquarters in India, and Professor Kazumi Maeda, Professor Emeritus 
of Kochi University, Japan. 

My appreciation is also extended to the other speakers, Chairs, and participants in the following sessions 
today. 

This year, 2016, is the International Year of Pulses as declared by the United Nations. To celebrate this 
auspicious occasion, we decided the theme of this year’s symposium to revolve around legumes. Legumes is 
a term that refers to a broader range of leguminous crops as compared to pulses. Legumes include soybean 
and groundnut, both of which are significant as food and nutrient sources in Asia. We can expect a clear 
description of this in the keynote speech by Professor Maeda. 

2016 is also the year that we begin our efforts to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals or SDGs. 
Legumes are expected to contribute chiefly to the second SDG, that is, to end hunger, achieve food security 
and improved nutrition, and promote sustainable agriculture. 

In this symposium, we will evaluate the wonderful nature of leguminous crops as explored from different 
viewpoints - for instance, in history, diversity, and utilization, food security and human health, environment 
and land sustainability, and value-adding products - to enhance local and international economy through the 
keynote speeches and three sessions that follow. Then, we would discuss about the future and ways toward 
further utilization of legumes for global development in line with the aims set out by the SDGs. 

Also, please note that we at JIRCAS have started our new research programs which include leguminous 
crops as an important component of a few projects. It is a timely and relevant opportunity for us to recognize 
the power of legumes, share experiences, and address important issues in studies related to legumes, as well 
as to explore new directions for our partnerships. 

Finally, I would like to express my sincere hope that with your precious contribution, this symposium will be 
fruitful and will achieve the objective for which it was organized. Thank you very much.
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Welcome Address 

Masamichi Saigo
Director General, Agriculture,  
Forestry and Fisheries Research Council Secretariat,  
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (MAFF) 

Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. Welcome to the symposium. I would like to use Japanese language, so 
please use the earphones for English speakers. 

Thank you very much for your kind introduction. My name is Masamichi Saigo from MAFF. To the organizers 
and participants of the JIRCAS International Symposium, I would like to say a few words. As President Iwanaga 
mentioned, we have been looking at the statistics of the food problem in the world. In 2050, the population will 
reach 9.7 billion, which is a little under 10 billion, and the emerging countries will continue to have increasing 
income levels; therefore, consumption is expected to dramatically change in the mid to long-term. There are 
concerns that the food supply and demand will become tighter. Under such circumstances, what will be the status 
of production? There is much potential; however, if you look at the situation for rice and wheat, we don’t have 
much room to increase production. But the goals, most recently the SDGs or Sustainable Development Goals, 
have been developed in many areas and formally adopted last September by the UN under its 2030 Agenda; thus 
in the area of food and agriculture, we would like to know the status of the SDGs. 

The previous goal under the MDGs, adopted at the time of the Millennium Agenda and carried out until last year, 
2015, was to reduce the population suffering from starvation to half their number in 1990. That was our target, 
and we think that we have already achieved that goal. Some of you may consider that it has not yet been reached, 
but based on this, we are pursuing the new goal of putting an end to hunger as well as achieve food security and 
promote sustainable agriculture. These are outlined within the SDGs. 

What we are going to take up in this symposium is the use of legumes and the utilization of legumes. So, in order 
to achieve the SDGs, this is going to be a very important area. As you know, this year has been specified as the 
International Year of Pulses by the United Nations and as you have seen at the entrance, there are different 
varieties of pulses and from the perspective of the Japanese people, we have a certain image; but, if you go to 
other parts of the world, they are quite different and it’s quite profound and depending on the regions, they are 
deeply rooted in the lives of the people. In that respect, it is very important towards achieving sustainability in our 
society. Also, from the perspective of agriculture, it is very important because of nitrogen fertilizers and the 
capacity of legumes to fix nitrogen from the air. Apparently, legumes enhance the production capability of the soil, 
in addition to the fact that they are very nutritious as food. 

As will be discussed today, we will focus on the importance of legumes and pulses in the area of food security and 
in improving food nutrition, and organizing this symposium enables us to disseminate various information from 
our side. Putting an end to hunger is such a major goal, and we must bear in mind that achieving this requires 
considerable investments, especially to developing countries. There are different countries around the world, and 
in countries with less than ideal conditions, we should be able to use not just our instinct and experience but also 
our scientific knowledge to develop legumes and pulses. This will be very important to the regions and to the 
world. 

This is true for MAFF as well, and I think this is true to all developing countries, even as the official research 
budgets for these activities have been reduced and we have been causing so much inconvenience to all of you. It is 
not because of that background, but in principle, we have to work together with the private sector. The ODA will 
not be sufficient, thus we need to collaborate with the private sector or beyond different frameworks, and we need 
to promote investment in research. Yesterday, the Director of ICRISAT mentioned that in any kind of institution, 
collaboration with the private sector is very important and they are interested, so we would also like to pursue that 
possibility. 

As I mentioned, we have a major goal and the world is currently making its utmost effort, so we shouldn’t wait 
too much to implement this. We hope to have very lively discussions. Thank you very much. 
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Welcome Address 

Kazuhiko Takemoto
Director,  
Institute for the Advanced Study of Sustainability, 
United Nations University (UNU-IAS)

Director General Saigo, Dr. David Bergvinson, Professor Maeda, excellencies, distinguished guests, ladies 
and gentlemen. On behalf of the United Nations University, I am very pleased to welcome you to this 
International Symposium. This conference is aimed to address sustainable development through enhancing 
food security by promoting the production of legumes. I am also very delighted to take this opportunity to 
celebrate the International Year of Pulses 2016. 

In this symposium, we will revisit the value and deepen our understanding of leguminous crops in a wide 
range of perspectives through today’s discussions. 

As Dr. Iwanaga and Director General Saigo have already mentioned, last year, the United Nations General 
Assembly adopted the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, including the Sustainable Development 
Goals or the so-called SDGs. The international community has already started working efforts to address 
these goals, including those on food security. 

Our institute, the United Nations University Institute for the Advanced Study of Sustainability, is the leading 
research and teaching institute. It is our mission to advance efforts toward a more sustainable future through 
relevant policy, relevant research and capacity building development activities, focused on sustainability in 
three thematic areas namely sustainable societies, natural capital and biodiversity, and global change and 
resilience. 

In light of this, I am very much looking forward to having dynamic discussions here today. We are very 
fortunate to have Dr. David Bergvinson and Professor Maeda here as the keynote speakers in this symposium. 
We expect professional and insightful input from these international experts. 

Finally, ladies and gentlemen, I would like to conclude my remarks by wishing you a fruitful symposium as 
a very good start to further develop technologies for sustainable agriculture, forestry, and fisheries with your 
active participation. Thank you and welcome. Thank you very much.
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Source

Kacang katjang, cachang
Kacang

kacang soya, k. bulu riman, k. depoon, 
k. kadele, k. kedelai, k. djepoon, k. bulu.

kacang tanah, k. china, k. goreng, k. jawa, k. maneela,
：k. tanah, k. tjeena, k. broodool, k. goreng,

 k. tjeena, anee kacang, retak katjang,
kasang, kasan goreng, katjang djawa,

：kacang merah; ：k. Arab, k. kuda

：k. buncis, k. pandak; ：panjang

：k. babi ; ：k. kara，k. peda, 

：k. hijau ：k. polong

：k. kayu; ：k. belimbing, k. botor

dau

tou zu dou
thua hua chang

thwax falangx thua khaek thua phum dau ve

Unguiculata thwax do tua dam, tua na
dou den, dou trang, dou tua

 Sesquipedalis  thua fak yaw, tua phnom
dau dua, dau giai ao 

thua yang 
 tua lisong dau phong;
 tua nang, tua paep dau van
 thua daeng 

thwax khiew, thuwax ngo  thua khieo, thua thong 
dau xanh, dau che 
dau hoa lan
 tua re dau sang, cay dau chiu, dau maetaai   

thwax h’e
 thua lueang, thua phla lueang, tua rae
dau tuong, dau nahn, dau xa
 tua pra
 tua pu

－ taoge, toge, taugih toufu

Table 2
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kedele

kedele

kedele, kudele, kadoele, dele, dekeman, dekenan, gadele,

kadale  kad(t)alai 
sannagalu, harimandhakam kadala

lang lakh
mat kalai nila kadale, kadalae kayi nela kadala

ver kadalai, nila kadalai,kadalai kai  
kol kondakadala

massur, channang misurpurpu
udu, uddu uruntu
batgadle patanie patanlu   

kanti kandalu 
garikalai kadale kadala kadalai 

 urd
chana,gram
lobia
baqla 
khesari

mung
mungphalii, vilayatimung

phuimung
nila senagalu, vershenagalu

kulthi
masur
matar
tur
bhat, bhatmas, ramkurthi, soyabeen

soyabin soyachikkudu soyabean

Table 2
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Kazumi MAEDA
(Prof. Emeritus, Kochi University, Japan)

The Acceptance of Soybean and Groundnut 
into Southeast Asia

From “10,000 Years History of Legumes and Man”

Keynote speech 1
Variation of Legume Seeds in Size, Shape, Color and Pattern

Magnification is not equal in species and cvs.

2

Tuber crops in Legume spp.  – Apios and Yambean-

3

Geocarpic legumes Groundnut (S. America), 
Bambara groundnut & Geocarpa bean (W. Africa) 

Groundnut & wild relative, Arachis monticola

Bambara groundnut

4

Geocarpa bean

Leguminous woody plants for Food

Tamarind  (Bangkok, Thailand)

Entada sp.

Parkia sp.

5 Legumes as “Founder Crop” in the World
Southwest 

Asia
Chick pea, Lentil
Faba bean, Peas

Northeast
Asia

Soybean, cv. Tanbaguro (Japan)
Adzuki bean,  cv. Tanba Dainagon

(Japan) 

India &   
Africa

Black gram, Rice bean
Cowpea

Meso-South 
America

Common bean
Scarlet runner bean

6

Adzuki bean
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Fig. 1 Vernacular Generic-Names of Legumes in East Asia, 
Southeast Asia and South India
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Amerika hodoimo

Leguminosae
Dioscorea

Arachis monticola
A. monticola

Vigna
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Leguminosae

Lathyrus sativus khesari

Vigna Leguminosae
Leguminosae 
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kacang dau kedele kacang 

kacang soya
kacang depoon depoon

kacang tanah
k. china k. goreng, china

goreng k. kayu
k. panjang k. merah k. hijau

dou tou  tua
 dau

tou zu dou

dou-ya Kacang
taoge toge taugih,

toufu tafu

Luò-huash ng Lac-hoasin aulac

 kedele kedele
kacang- kedele kacang kedele

kacang kedele
kedele
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Rhizobium cerealis
Rhizobium
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three sisters of agriculture
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Vigna

Vigna Phaseolus Phaseolus
Vigna Vigna

Vigna Vigna
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Vigna

Vigna Vigna Vigna
exilis, Vigna vexillata, Vigna trilobata Vigna mungo, and Vigna stipulacea. Vigna marina

Vigna stipulacea

Vigna
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Vice President, JIRCAS 
 

It’s 17:10 sharp, so the program went very well, very punctual. Thank you very much for your cooperation. I 
appreciate this opportunity to deliver a few concluding words and with a little bit more of your patience, I 
would like to give my impression about today’s symposium and our future relating to this symposium. 

At JIRCAS, we and agriculture researchers in general fully recognize the importance of leguminous crops in 
achieving development goals, such as the Sustainable Development Goals, particularly in achieving food and 
nutrition security. However, this recognition is not so common or so deep particularly among ordinary 
people in Japan partly because pulses are not major food items in Japan. In this symposium, we focused on 
the multidimensional roles of these important crops as viewed from different perspectives. We accumulated 
knowledge on these crops, including crop development history, domestication history, global and regional 
and local production and consumption situation, biodiversity as well as cutting-edge research results, with 
some beautiful pictures. All presentations were very interesting to me. Given the limited time we had, I 
would say that we were able to cover a wide range of topics that are useful toward maximizing the power of 
leguminous crops in agriculture and in livelihood and dietary development activities. 

I sincerely hope that this one-day event renewed and enhanced our recognition of these important crops. 
Needless to say, the issues of agriculture and livelihood and dietary development that we are facing now are 
very complex issues, and that resolving these issues require a collaboration among various research 
disciplines. In the final panel discussion, the need to carry out multidisciplinary research was also raised. 
Legume research alone is obviously not sufficient. There are still many challenges that need to be addressed 
and we still have much to learn. So, we certainly need more of this kind of events in order to continue our 
activities on this issue. 

This event was organized in relation to the International Year of Pulses. However, our activity on 
leguminous crops will continue for the coming years. This occasion should be a good starting point for the 
coming activities. 

JIRCAS can play an important role and we stand ready to work with many partners combining researchers 
with various research fields; however, we will keep our affectionate eyes on leguminous crops, which will be 
a key component of our research in the future. 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all our speakers, especially Dr. David Bergvinson, DG of 
ICRISAT, and Professor Emeritus Kazumi Maeda from Kochi University, for the excellent keynote speeches, 
and our session chairs and moderators for their good summarizations and moderations. I would also like to 
offer special words of gratitude to our co-organizers, the United Nations University Institute for the 
Advanced Study of Sustainability, for allowing the use of this nice facility and our cooperators, the 
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries Research Council of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, 
Japan Pulse Foundation for providing us very tasty sweets, and the FAO Liaison Office in Japan and the J-
FARD. 

Last but not least, thank you to all symposium participants and to everyone involved in planning this event. 
We are truly grateful for your valuable contributions and attendance. Thank you very much. 
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